Thoracic outlet syndrome: a surgical approach by videothoracoscopy
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Abstract: The thoracic outlet syndrome results in the neurovascular structures compression in the designated region of the space between the collarbone and the first rib (thoracic outlet). May be divided between classic neurogenic or true, atypical neurogenic or vascular, and each one of them has a different compression mechanism and can be represented by a bony anomalous structure, costoclavicular reduction space or by the arm’s hyper abduction. The diagnosis is complex, and complementary exams such as: radiography, MRI, angiography helps in the viewing of the involved structure. The treatment may be done in two ways: conservative (exercises for posture correction and muscular strengthening, combined with symptomatic treatment) and surgical, (the base is a resection of the first rib and may be associated with scalenectomy or cervical rib resection). The surgical technique by videothoracoscopic video-assisted surgery is poorly reported, therefore, technically attractive and related to less invasiveness and greater safety. In this article, it will be revised the facts about the pathology and its therapeutic approach.
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Introduction

Thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS) is the term used to describe various signs and symptoms caused by compression of neurovascular structures, such as the brachial plexus, subclavian artery and/or vein, when these structures are leaving the narrow space between the shoulder girdle and the first rib, in the region referred to as the cervicotoracobraquial outlet or only thoracic outlet, usually occurring by bone and/or musculoligamentous anomalies (1–4).

Inside these restricted spaces pass the subclavian artery and the brachial plexus. The subclavian vein passes anteriorly to the interscalene triangle and by the costoclavicular space (5).

Vascular and neurological problems are frequent because of extrinsic compression (6). The subclavian vein may suffer thrombosis, and post-stenotic dilation may occur in the subclavian artery, both are complicated by thromboembolic phenomena (7). Venous symptoms are characterized primarily by edema and cyanosis of the affected upper limb, and the arteries, by finger ischemia and/or claudication.

Nerve compressions are frequent, but they are more difficult to diagnose, because patients usually report symptoms of cooling and color changes due to the sympathomimetic stimuli resulting from the compression of sympathetic fibers that accompany the lower roots of the brachial plexus (C7 and T1) (5,8). They are manifested mainly by paraesthesia, weakness and/or pain not only of the upper limb but also of the cervical region (5,8).

When we can prove the neural commitment by means of specific exams, the TOS is called neurogenic (TOSn). When we cannot prove this, facing symptoms and signs of the neurogenic syndrome, it is classified as symptomatic TOS (sTOS). The narrow space of the thoracic outlet may be even more restricted with the presence of a cervical rib and, in this case, neurogenic symptoms usually prevail (9).

Cervical rib resection is traditionally performed through supraclavicular or axillary access. It can also be done by means of a scapular, although this is more commonly used
in reoperations (8). Although technically attractive and associated with less invasiveness and safety, presenting a great aesthetic result, resection of the first rib of the chest by transaxillary video-assisted surgery (VATS) is little reported in the literature, and none anomalous cervical rib resection reference was found by the last technique (VATS).

Anatomical and morphological variation

The term TOS was first used by Peet et al. in 1956 and describes a clinical picture attributed to compression of the brachial plexus, artery and subclavian veins in the thoracic outlet region.

The thoracic outlet consists of two anatomical spaces (Figure 1):

(I) Space of the interscalene triangle: it comprises the space between the anterior scalene muscle (anteriorly), the middle and posterior scalene muscles (subsequently) and the first rib (inferiorly). The upper trunk of the brachial plexus (roots C5 and C6) and the middle trunk (root C7) occupy the upper portion of this space. The lower trunk (roots C8 and T1) occupies the lower part, posterior to the subclavian artery, which is situated on the lower margin of this space;

(II) Costoclavicular space: delimited by the medial half of the clavicle (superiorly), by the cranial face of the first rib (inferiorly), by the cost-clavicular or rhomboid ligament (previously) and by the posterior scalene muscle.

Epidemiology

The incidence of TOS varied from 3 to 80 cases/1,000 in habitants, predominating in women from 20 to 50 years old (12).

Classification system

Patients with the aforementioned syndrome can be divided into two large groups: neurogenic and vascular (13).

The neurogenic type is more common, with approximately 95% of the cases. It is subdivided into:

- TOS classic or true neurogenic: rare, 1–3% of cases, usually unilateral, affecting more adult women. It is associated with bone abnormalities (13-15);
- TOS atypical or controversial or non-specific neurogenic: it corresponds to more than 90% of the cases, is described mainly as bilateral and affects more young women (14,15). Its cause is controversial because there is no sign of objective neurological compression (14,16).

The vascular type, with approximately 5% of cases, is subdivided into:

- TOS arterial syndrome: rare, 2–3% of cases, usually unilateral, affecting young adults. Consists of complications of chronic arterial compression by bone abnormalities (13-15,17);
- TOS venous syndrome: rare, 1–2% of cases. Also known as
  - Stress venous thrombosis or Paget-Schroetter syndrome. It affects more young adults. Spontaneous thrombosis of the subclavian vein occurs due to prolonged use of the upper extremity (13-15,17,18).

Diagnosis

Signs/symptoms

Over the years studying this syndrome, it has been noticed that neurological symptoms are more frequent, corresponding to 95% of cases with clinical symptoms, according to the Brazilian Journal of Vascular Surgery 2008.
Arterial complications are rare, but potentially more serious and may lead to significant sequel.

TOS may have nervous and/or vascular symptoms, which are divided into arterial and venous (19).

Often there are nervous symptoms, which can affect sensitivity, motor and tropism. They manifest with pain of varying intensity and character, and may have inaccurate location, along with weakness, paresthesia, especially in the hands and fingers. In general, when the upper cord of the brachial plexus (C5, C6, C7) is compressed, the pains are in the lateral region of the head and neck, in the region of the rhomboid and suprascapularis muscle, the lateral aspect of the upper limb, the dorsal part of the hand, between 1 and 20. fingers. Compression of the lower cord (C8 and T1) is more common. The pain occurs in the suprascapular region, nuchal, medial face of the upper limb, 4th and 5th fingers.

In the presence of cervical ribs, due to local compression, the supraclavicular region may be spontaneously painful or triggered by movements that exacerbate compression, such as hyperabduction of the arm and when carrying heavy objects, which promotes lowering of the shoulders.

The motricity change can range from weakness to incapacitation, just as trophic changes are like hypotrophy and as atrophies, most common in extrinsic muscles of the hand and forearm (19-21).

Arterial symptoms occur through ischemia, include pain, paleness, cyanosis, erythrocyanosis, paresthesia, fatigue, trophic changes such as ulcers and gangrene, local temperature decrease. They have as an aggravating factor the cold and the exercise (13,14,19,21). Vasomotor symptoms, mainly Raynaud's phenomenon.

About the venous compression, symptoms are of weight sensation, pain and engorgement of the upper extremity, increased skin temperature, cyanosis, edema, venous turgidity, especially in the shoulder and pectoral region (14,19,21).

**Clinical diagnosis**

There are five physical examination maneuvers that aid in diagnosis:

(I) Wright's maneuver;

(II) “Hands up” maneuver;

(III) ROOS test;

(IV) Tinel's maneuver;

(V) Adson's maneuver.

However, none of these tests are accepted as a gold standard because they have 72% sensitivity and 53% specificity. The positivity of the five maneuvers in patients with compatible clinical history confers sensitivity and specificity of 84%. Among all, the most reliable is Adson's Maneuver.

**Laboratorial diagnosis**

Besides the anamnesis and physical examination, we can perform complementary exams in order to diagnose TOS.

(I) Simple chest X-ray: may show bone abnormalities and tumor compression. However, it is normal in 85% of the patients with a clinical picture compatible with TOS;

(II) Electroneuromyography: it may be useful in the diagnosis of TOS of neurogenic origin. However, as the nerve clamping is intermittent and in only a short segment on the nerve, the examination may be normal or give a false-negative result;

(III) Angiography by digital subtraction: is one of the methods that can identify arterial compression, showing the location and type of narrowing and its dynamic variation with the change of position of the upper limb;

(IV) Ultrasonography with color Doppler: can detect undiagnosed cases in clinical maneuvers. Besides not being invasive nor involving use of ionizing radiation. It may be used when there are contraindications to angiography;

(V) Computed angiotomography: it is less invasive than digital angiography because it only uses peripheral venous access. In transverse sections it has sensitivity and specificity of approximately 67% and 69%, respectively, and in sagittal sections, of 96% and 94%;

(VI) Magnetic Resonance: this exam helps to elucidate the cause and the location of the compression.

**Differential diagnosis**

A series of examinations were performed to differentiate TOS from other causes of similar symptoms and signs. Superior pulmonary sulcus carcinoma and esophageal or cardiac disease were excluded by the appropriate tests.

**Conservative management**

Conservative treatment, initiated shortly after or during drug treatment is the initial conduct and seeks to
alleviate the symptoms, especially if among them present the inflammation, it will first be directed elimination of the causative mechanism and control, with an emphasis on reducing pressure biomechanics and increasing the mobility of tissues in the affected region, being effective for improvement of function and return to work (22,23).

It is necessary to educate the patient about modify or eliminate postures and activities that cause symptoms such as hyper abduction of the upper limbs and/or carrying heavy objects (3,23).

When treatment fails conservative or the TOS is due to anomalies symptomatic bone or vascular complications or surgical treatment is indicated in approximately 15% of cases surgical techniques consist of decompression anatomic points such as resection of the scalene muscle, the cervical rib, the first rib, clavicle and fibrous flanges or other structures that may be leading to compression (3).

**Surgical therapy**

Resection of the first rib by video-assisted technique occurs with the patient in lateral decubitus, with the side to be operated facing upward, in a posterolateral thoracotomy position; under general anesthesia and mono-pulmonary ventilation.

Three incisions are used, the first one in the seventh intercostal space and the posterior axillary line, where a 5-mm Trocater is passed, through which 5-mm and 30-degree optics will be inserted; the second incision, in the fourth intercostal space and anterior axillary line also of 5 mm, where it will pass a Trocater of 5 mm and by him the harmonic scalpel; and finally the third incision in the axilla with approximately 3 cm, where we will perform the lowering of the first rib and also used to section the first rib and remove its fragments.

Used as a dedicated material a harmonic scalpel hook, because it causes less thermal injury, with a lower risk of injuries to the brachial plexus and subclavicular vessels; a shears for first rib or drill for the section of the first rib and ropes from doyay and cobe type.

Once the patient is anesthetized and positioned, the ventilatory block of the lung is performed on the side to be operated and the first rib is exposed with the use of the harmonic scalpel, the section of the parietal pleura being performed initially by the lower edge of the rib (first intercostal space) and anterior scalene muscle section. Also, during this surgical time, the index finger is introduced through the axillary incision, pushing the first rib caudally, which will help to better expose the anterior and middle scalene muscles to its section and protect the neurovascular structures from the use of the harmonic scalpel. The costal dissection then follows towards the costovertebral joint.

After this surgical time, we began to dissect the upper edge of the rib, where there is a greater risk of neurovascular lesions, keeping the pressure on the rib with the index finger until we can introduce the finger into the pleural cavity through the axillary incision, and cut the rib in its midpoint, where the costotome (sheaf) will be introduced and cut into ribs. The anteromedial dissection of the rib with a section of the costoclavicular ligament and the sternum-costa cartilage is followed, releasing the anterior segment of the rib and withdrawing it through the axillary incision.

After resection of the anterior portion, we began the dissection of the posterior portion of the rib, which can be used under direct and tactile vision of doyay and cobe's routes with release of the posterior scalene muscle and release of the costovertebral ligaments with release and removal of the posterior segment of the rib. In this stage it is fundamental to release the rib posteriorly and never its section; since the remaining cote may lead to the formation of fibrosis with brachial plexus clamping.

Once the rib is removed, hemostasis and visualization of the vasculo-nerve structures are performed with their full release. We continue with pleural drainage under water seal with 28-Fr drain, pulmonary re-expansion and referral of the patient to the anesthetic recovery center.

Attached video teaching technique (Figure 2).

**Conclusions**

The surgical technique by videothoracoscopic video-assisted surgery is poorly reported, therefore, technically attractive
and related to less invasiveness and greater safety.
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